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Thank you 2012 donors!

decade ago, Mark Zuckerberg was
a Harvard freshman, still two years
away from launching the website that
would revolutionize communication
worldwide. The top
selling cellphone
was the Nokia 6610,
featuring a 1-inch
color screen and the
ability to retain a total
of 75 text messages,
similar to what today’s
teenager sends in a
single day. Newly exposed corruption had
brought down Wall
Street titans Enron
and WorldCom. Minnesota suffered the
loss of progressive firebrand U.S. Senator
Paul Wellstone in a plane crash.
And as 2002 came to an end, former Star
Tribune publisher Joel Kramer launched

a new nonprofit think tank, with a goal
of building a wider progressive consensus on public policy issues in Minnesota. A few months later,
in March 2003, Growth &
Justice made its public debut
with a website launch and a
broadly distributed commentary authored by Kramer, A
better and fairer way to deal
with the state’s budget crisis.
The Star Tribune hailed the
organization as “an especially
welcome thing, at a time
when too many Minnesota
politicians are following divide and conquer strategies.”
Through an especially trying decade
of economic ups and downs, Growth
& Justice has worked to advance progressive policies, using independent
research, detailed reports, concise policy
briefs, and illustrative op-ed pieces. We
continued on page 5

Workforce equity for a competitive
economy

2013 Legislative
session recap

t should be common knowledge
by now that the Twin Cities
region ranks among the worst metropolitan areas in racial disparities
for unemployment and educational
outcomes, and that the children and
young adults on the wrong side of
those statistics are our fastest growing demographic.

hroughout the 2013 Legislative
session, Growth & Justice worked
to help shape policy and to exert a
constructive influence for improving
lives, growing jobs and strengthening
our economy. Along with many partners and allies, we advocated for smart
investments in education, transportation,
and other public goods essential to our
economy, as well as supporting responsible revenue-raising to pay for these
investments.

I

This is the most compelling longterm economic policy challenge in
Minnesota, and it’s long been a concern of Growth & Justice. To shine
a light on this challenge and to find
solutions, we launched a new series
this spring that links together three
inseparable imperatives: economic
growth, workforce development,
and equity.
In the coming months, as part of our
Workforce Equity for a Competitive Economy initiative, Growth &

Justice will highlight workforce
and economic development models
that show real promise for reducing
racial and economic disparities and
ensuring shared growth and prosperity. We will engage workforce, education, nonprofit, public policy, and
business leaders and will propose
actionable ideas for an economic
growth strategy that harnesses the
talents and potential of this most
valuable asset, our people.
The raw numbers are shocking.
Among 19 large metropolitan
regions with sizable black populations, the Twin Cities has the largest gap in unemployment between
white and black workers. In 2011,
nearly 18% of African Americans in
the Twin Cities were unemployed—
continued on page 4
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Early Education: MinneMinds
Growth & Justice joined MinneMinds,
the research-grounded consortium of
organizations and leaders with a common commitment to prioritizing Minnesota’s youngest in-need children,
which successfully advocated for quality
pre-kindergarten scholarships for Minnesota’s most vulnerable children. The
Legislature invested $46 million in this
continued on page 8
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From the President

Dane Smith

On Our 10th
Anniversary

Reflections on Progress
and Persistence

I

remember when Growth & Justice founder Joel Kramer and his
staff released their first reports on
tax policy in early 2003, calling for
some business tax reductions, but also
high-end income tax increases, in a
combination that would have balanced
the first of many budget shortfalls,
promoted growth and produced a less
regressive system overall.
As a journalist then, it struck me immediately that this serious and substantive effort to bridge the divide between
private-sector and public-sector was a
positive stroke of genius, and in the finest Minnesota tradition of constructive,
pro-business, pro-government, progressive policymaking.
After more than a decade of unwise
policy flowing from an unbalanced
ideology, I believe we are turning the
corner as a state, rising from stagnation and decline and the wrong directions on business growth and social
justice indicators. And we humbly
believe that our work at Growth &
Justice has played an important part.
Consider: Before you receive our
next newsletter in the fall, Minnesota
will have a somewhat less regressive
state-local tax structure, reflecting our

priority on fairness. The governor’s
original budget proposal called for
base-broadening and rate reductions
for the sales tax for many businesses,
a principle we embraced and that we
are convinced will eventually prevail.
But far more important are new
investments in human potential and
physical infrastructure made possible
by new revenues and the end of the
no-new-taxes era. (The Star Tribune’s
conservative op-ed editor actually
pronounced “no new taxes” dead in a
recent column).
Minnesota soon will be on its way to
investing more in early childhood education, a high-return investment that
we and leading business groups have
supported whole-heartedly since our
founding, and emphasized strongly
in our signature Smart Investments in
Minnesota’s Students report in 2008.
On the infrastructure front, rather than
slowing or abandoning the transition
to a cleaner and greener economy,
Minnesota is now accelerating the
build-out of its light-rail and transit
systems, as well as healthier options
for biking and pedestrian travel.
On the health care front, as a result
of changes already enacted by this
Legislature, individuals and small
businesses will have easier access to
more affordable health care coverage
through the state’s new health insurance exchange. A path toward universal coverage and lowering costs for
all Minnesotans is in sight.
By no means is all the progress happening only at the Legislature. Late
last year, a powerful coalition of
business, education and community
groups launched Generation Next, a
systematic and comprehensive effort
to improve student success and postsecondary completion in the Twin
Cities region. This model closely
resembles our Smart Investment in
Minnesota’s Students strategic framework. And the Itasca Group, a highly
influential group of business leaders,
is emphasizing anew the economic
harm posed by race and income gaps
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in education and employment. Our
latest project, Workforce Equity for
a Competitive Economy, is sounding
the same note.
It’s pretentious and absurd to suggest that we were the dominant force
in effecting this evolution to more
practical and more progressive policy
in Minnesota. Many groups played
influential roles. Working together
with other dedicated organizations
and individuals, Growth & Justice
has helped policymakers, leaders
and voters see the big picture—the
inseparable relationship between
economic justice and long-term economic health and growth.
It’s been a great privilege to lead
this organization now for six years
and more than half its lifetime, and
I’m as enthused about our mission
as I was the day I started. We have a
dedicated staff, an outstanding board,
a productive team of policy fellows
and academics, and a steady supply
of eager and hard-working interns.
And your continued financial and
moral support is one more essential
ingredient for which I’m grateful, as
we carry this important work into the
next decade.

Growth & Justice
Growth & Justice is a research
and advocacy organization
that develops innovative
public policy proposals based
on independent research and
civic engagement. We believe
when Minnesota makes smart
investments in practical
solutions it leads to broader
prosperity for all.
GROWTH & JUSTICE
2324 University Ave. W.
Suite 120A
Saint Paul, MN 55114
phone: 651-917-6037
info@growthandjustice.org
www.growthandjustice.org
Newsletter design & layout by
Mark Tundel
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Former Growth & Justice interns flourish in policy roles

A

s we celebrate our first decade,
it’s fitting to give special thanks
for the dedicated interns Growth &
Justice has welcomed since 2003,
many of whom have gone on to carrying our brand of work forward in
various ways.
These remarkable interns have been
involved in everything we do: conducting research, writing reports,
engaging in communications and outreach, planning events, raising funds,
and performing routine administrative tasks. Some interns have shared
authorship of policy briefs and others
have been instrumental in our more
memorable events. All of them have
contributed in important ways.
One of the best parts of working with
interns is seeing what they do next,
as they finish their work with us and
go on to employment throughout the
public policy sphere, finding their
place as influencers and advocates,
here in Minnesota and beyond.
We wish we had room to describe
the progress of all of the dozens of
outstanding interns we’ve worked
with over the years, but here are a
few standouts that are contributing
and flourishing.
Mehmet “Memo” Berker: Memo
was brought on
to help plan and
organize our “Worst
Political Advertising
in America Awards”
fundraising event
in 2008. One of his
many responsibilities was to cull
through hours of political advertisements to produce the entertaining
video of “Bad Ad” nominees that was
featured at the event. He went on to
intern for Sen. Amy Klobuchar, and
then worked for two years building
the Go Ramsey Communities interactive web map. Cartography is his passion and now he’s a research analyst
and program manager for Emerging
Markets, Inc. in Los Angeles, which
seeks to bring banks and supermarkets to underserved neighborhoods.
“I was given the opportunity to contribute in meaningful ways to the or-

ganization—to actually use my brain,
which is something you can’t really
say for most internships,” Memo says
of his time with us.
Matt Burdick: Currently the grassroots advocacy coordinator for the
Minnesota affiliate of the National
Alliance on Mental Illness, Matt is
at the Capitol seeking funding for
school-linked grants and placing
more mental health professionals in
our schools. His work fits well with
the education strategy that Growth
& Justice was developing when Matt
interned in 2007 and 2008, and our
emphasis on a comprehensive approach that includes support outside
of the classroom to improve school
success. “I was always a political
junkie, Matt says, “but my internship
at Growth & Justice really sparked an
interest in public policy and finding
solutions through the sausage-making
of the legislative process.”

long, he found employment with
Tunheim, a leading public affairs and
communications consulting group in
Minnesota. Drew is at the helm of an
important legislative initiative, one
near and dear to Growth & Justice for
many years, as the campaign manager of the “MinneMinds” initiative,
backed by Growth & Justice and a
large coalition of groups seeking a
major expansion of high-quality early
childhood education opportunities for
needy families. “Growth & Justice
gave me a great introduction to public policy and the political process in
Minnesota,” says Drew.

Amelia Cruver: Amelia was an essential contributor to
our education policy
work, researching
and co-authoring
briefs on education
success in Cincinnati
and in Montgomery
County, Maryland. Following her internship, she served a stint as a Teach
for America curriculum coordinator
and then landed a great job as a senior policy analyst for the Governor’s
Workforce Development Council.
The work of this nonpartisan advisory panel closely aligns with Growth
& Justice’s strategic principles and
prescriptions for increasing postsecondary completion and closing race
and income gaps in the workforce.

Kristina Krull: A Growth & Justice
intern during the
summer of 2009,
Kristina was known
for her general excellence in researching nearly any topic.
After her internship,
she went on to graduate school at
La Follette School of Public Affairs. While attending, she interned
with the Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture, and was co-director of
operations for the student organization EDGE (Empowerment through
Development and Gender Equality).
Kristina was the recipient of the Penniman Prize in 2011 for her paper
“Reducing Obesity: Options for Promoting Better Food Choices.” Following her graduation, she returned
to Minnesota, accepting a position
as a management analyst with the
Office of Planning and Analysis for
Dakota County. “Growth & Justice
introduced me to the world of public
policy and helped me start along a
career path in public service,” Kristina says about her time with us.

Drew Henry: After an internship
with Growth &
Justice that included
important research
work on the value of
public investments
in rural Minnesota,
Drew quickly found
a job on the campaign of a Ramsey
County Attorney candidate and then
served on Gov. Mark Dayton’s winning gubernatorial campaign. Before

Kevin McNellis: Currently a graduate student at UC-Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy, Kevin
has served as a teaching assistant
for former Labor Secretary Robert
Reich, one of our nation’s preeminent
progressive policy leaders (who also
keynoted an early Growth & Justice
event.) Between his G&J internship
and Berkeley, Kevin was a researcher
in Montana at the National Institute
continued on page 5
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2013 Legislative session update
program, which is based on the model
developed by the Minnesota Early
Learning Foundation and which also
forms the foundation of the state’s
successful federal Race to the Top
Early Learning Challenge grant.
Scholarships will be available to
3- and 4-year-olds and their younger
siblings, with the children of teen
parents a high priority. The new legislation will help nearly 9,000 children
attend a Parent Aware-rated quality
early learning program of their choice
in their community.
K-12 Education: Creating the most
competitive workforce in the world
Early in the session, Rep. Marquart,
House E-12 education committee
chair, met with us to discuss our foundational Smart Investments in Minnesota’s Students report and his plans
to use it as a resource for shaping
education policy. The result was the
House E-12 omnibus bill and Marquart’s vision for getting “every kid
in this state on the path to the world’s
best workforce.” The bill invests in
children at all stages on the education
continuum by funding such provisions
as free all-day kindergarten starting
in 2015, Minnesota Math Corps to
help elementary and middle school
students meet state standards, special

education, career and technical aid,
and regional Centers of Excellence
to help schools increase achievement
rates. The final bill increases E-12
education funding by $485 million in
the FY 2014-15 biennium.
Higher Education
The Higher Education omnibus bill
signed by Governor Dayton includes
an additional $250 million for higher
education in the next biennium.
There will be a two-year freeze on
tuition at MnSCU and the University
of Minnesota, and an increase of $46
million for the Minnesota State Grant
program. The bill also included the
Minnesota Dream Act, which will
allow undocumented students to pay
resident tuition rates at state public
colleges and universities, and to
qualify for state financial aid.
Transportation & Infrastructure
As part of the Transit for a Stronger
Economy coalition, Growth & Justice
joined with more than 50 allies seeking a comprehensive transportation
bill which includes metro area funding for transit, walking, and biking,
and also includes significant funding
for roads and bridges. In the end, the
coalition did not win an increase in

Workforce development
more than three times the share of
whites out of work. Even before the
height of the recession, in 2007, the
black unemployment rate in the Twin
Cities metro was nearly 14%.
As troubling as these disparities are
from a moral perspective, the threats
they pose to economic growth and
competitiveness are equally unacceptable. Minnesota, like the country as a
whole, has a younger population that
is dramatically more diverse than the
older population. As baby boomers
retire in great numbers, the economic
engine driving our economy forward
will be fueled by an increasingly
diverse younger group of workers.
Yet racial and income-level achievement gaps in education contribute to
a dire situation in Minnesota, where

continued from page 1

the regional sales tax to fund transit,
but smaller gains included language
that facilitates efforts by MnDOT and
the Met Council to work more closely with community-based employment assistance firms and training
facilities to meet hiring goals set by
the state’s Human Rights department.
Invest in Minnesota
Growth & Justice is a committed
partner in the Invest in Minnesota
coalition of faith, nonprofit and labor
leaders, adding our voice to the call
for increased revenue for needed
investments, and a fairer tax system.
After more than a decade of damaging spending cuts, this year the
Legislature passed a tax bill that will
generate critical revenue for essential investments. The bill creates a
new income tax tier for the state’s
wealthiest households, repeals some
tax breaks for companies operating
outside the United States, increases
tobacco taxes, and helps modernize
the state’s outdated sales tax system,
by taxing some digital goods and
by requiring some online retailers
to collect sales taxes. Minnesota’s
residents and the state’s economy all
stand to benefit from this progressive
improvement to our tax system.
continued from page 1

people of color are overrepresented
among those who lack the credentials
and job skills employers increasingly
require. Just 40% of working-age
adults in the state currently have
a postsecondary degree, but in the
coming decade, 70% of Minnesota
jobs are projected to require education beyond high school. We know
we need to improve our education
and training systems to raise high
school graduation rates and postsecondary completion rates if we are
going to produce the skilled future
workforce our economy demands.
Effective and innovative work already is occurring locally and nationwide around economic and workforce development practice, planning,
and integration. Minnesotans have
taken notice of, and are responding
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to, the range of factors contributing
to racial inequities in employment.
There is promise for progress in
initiatives like the Phillips Sectoral
Employment Initiative, the Blue Ribbon Commission to Reduce Racial
Disparities, the Itasca Project Socioeconomic Disparities Task Force, the
Everybody In Task Force, and others
designed to create employment pathways for groups underrepresented in
our labor market.
Our project on Workforce Equity for
a Competitive Economy will help
give policymakers the knowledge
and best examples for developing
an employment equity agenda, with
superior workforce training that leads
to economic growth for our region
and its residents.
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Celebrating ten years
have worked with engaged citizens,
business leaders, policy advocates
and elected officials alike in finding
solutions to the
challenges facing our state.
We’ve also broken down the
myth that progressive policy
is the brand of
one political
party, bringing
Republicans,
Democrats and
Independence
Party members
to common
ground on a
variety of topics.
Our work has covered a wide range
of issues important to Minnesota’s
quality of life, including education, fiscal discipline and accountability, infrastructure, fair taxation,
and workforce development. We’ve
made the case that policy can be
both pro-business and pro-worker,
that investments made now will
affect our state’s economy for a
generation, and that when work at
the Capitol is focused on improving
our economy instead of improving
reelection chances, everybody wins.
We’ve even taken some time to have
some fun at the expense of politics
as usual, with our Worst Political
Advertising in America events.

continued from page 1

In celebration of this big milestone,
we’ve freshened up our look. Our
new logo emphasizes that bold
ideas like
economic
growth
and
economic
justice are
possible,
and even
more likely, when
linked
together.
Our new
website
makes it
easier to
access the decade’s worth of research
and recommendations Growth & Justice has compiled, and better shares
our message through blog and social
media platforms. We hope you enjoy
the bright, clean, and easy-to-read
look of the new site, which is still
found at growthandjustice.org.
While you’re there, visit the special
section, Celebrating 10 Years, featuring many of the events and milestones
of the organization’s first decade.
We enter our second decade determined to build on our work and
progress. We are grateful for the hard
work and generosity of thousands of
Minnesotans who have shared and
supported our vision over the last ten
years, and hope you’ll continue this
progressive journey with us.

Keep up to date with Growth & Justice
www.facebook.com/GrowthandJustice
www.twitter.com/GrowthandJust
growthandjustice.org/blog
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Interns

continued from page 3

on Money in State Politics, where
he studied the effects of campaign
contributions on public policy. He
says of his G&J experience in 2009:
“Not only did I see first-hand how
the Legislature operated, I learned
how to produce rigorous nonpartisan
evidence-based policy analysis, and
developed my expertise on a variety
of state and federal education policies.
Growth & Justice’s philosophy…continues to inform my own work, and the
internship was instrumental in launching my career.”
Colin O’Keefe: An energetic and motivated intern, Colin moved quickly
from his internship to a job as a fulltime research assistant at the Improve
Group, an independent evaluation
firm based in St. Paul. He’s on a team
of five researchers working on multiyear grant with the Minnesota Department of Human Services, assisting staff in the evaluation of a waiver
program that gives low-income,
disabled individuals an alternative
to living in a hospital or institution.
His team is traveling to every county
conducting case file reviews, focus
groups, and interviews. Colin says,
“The phone interviews I did for [a research project] for Growth & Justice,
and attending the various networking conferences, definitely made me
more comfortable talking to people
in a business-like setting. That rich
internship experience made a difference in my career path.”
Alex Timian: After doing exemplary
work researching health care issues
for us, Alex found work researching
health care policy for other organizations. Alex currently works in New
York City as an investigator for the
highly regarded Mintz Group, which
he describes as “collecting hidden
business facts to assist clients before
relationships, during disputes, and
after frauds.” One of the organization’s specialties is monitoring bribery in international foreign business
dealings. Alex remains interested in
health care and Minnesota, and looks
forward to a time when Minnesota
provides universal coverage through
a unified public financing system, as
outlined in our 2012 report, Beyond
the Affordable Care Act.
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The following is a list of contributions
received in 2012. Please contact us at
info@growthandjustice.org regarding
any errors or omissions.
Thank you for your generosity!
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Dr. Peggy Kleinplatz, in memory
of Michael Metz
Jeffrey Knutson
Larry & Susan Koll
Luanne Koskinen

Peggy Kubicz Hall, in memory of
Michael Metz
Colles B. Larkin
Larkin Hoffman Daly & Lindgren
LTD Foundation
Chuck & Cindy Laszewski
Melinda Lee
James H. Leslie
Harvey S. Lewis
Bernie Lieder
Dorothy C. Lilja
Kevin Lindsey
Sarah A. Lockner
Keith & Judith Luebke
Mary K. Lund
Geneva MacMillan
Nancy Maeker
Don & Rhoda Mains
Eloise Maki & James
Kaczmarczik, in memory of
Michael Metz
David Mann
John & Connie Marty
Barbara McBurney
Mary McCarten-Doyle
Grace McGarvie
Marvin & Nancy McNeff
Robert & Roberta Megard
Robert & Greta Michaels
Walter Middlebrook
Ron Miller
Tom Miller
Alan M. Miller
Angie Miller
Minnesota Inter-County
Association
Minnesota State College
Faculty
Mary Jane Mitchell
Paul & Erica Moore
Timothy Morgan
Mary Hayes Morris
Gail Morrison & Bob Rumpza
Walt Munsterman
Mary Murphy
Matt Musel
Gwen S. & Mason C. Myers
Erv Neff
Charlotte Neigh
Vivian Jenkins Nelsen
Margaret A. Nelson
Dan Nordley
Ralph Novotny
Ed & Charty Oliver
Clifton E. Ollila
Patricia Olson
Susan Oppenheim & Frieda
Gardner
Myron Orfield & Jeanne Farrar
Victoria Oshiro
Michael & Connie O’Sullivan
Mark Padellford
Susan L. Perry
Stephen Phillipps & Sue Ann
Guildermann
Plan for Life
Stephanie Podulke
Lisa Pole
Truman Porter
Jane Prince
Jackie Prince
Maureen Ramirez
Ember Reichgott Junge
Ken Reine
Rochester Citizens Coalition
Phyllis Roden
Francie & Barry Ross
Alex Rothman & Nina Sayer
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Join our expanding list
of supporters and make
a donation today.

Visit

growthandjustice.org
to donate online or
donate by mail.
Growth & Justice
2324 University Ave. W., Ste, 120A
Saint Paul, MN 55114
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Phone:
Email:
Check

Zip:

Visa

MasterCard

Discover

AMEX

Card #:
Expiration Date:
Signature:
$500

$250

$100

$50

Other: $

I would like to become a sustaining contributor.
Please charge my credit card $
every month.
All contributions are tax-deductible.

Jim & Andrea Rubenstein
Bonnie Russ
Andrea Sachs
Harvey & Janis Sarles
Nelson & Frances Schmidt, in
memory of Michael Metz
Jeffrey Schneider
David Schultz
Karen Schultz
Rod Searle
Kathleen & David Sekhon
Joe Selvaggio
John Shockley
Elaine Skrentner
Jill J. Smith
Pamela J. Snopl
John & Sharon Stenglein
Norton Stillman
Douglas Stone
Kip Sullivan
Mae E. Sylvester
Buzz Snyder
Claire Anne Thoen-Levin
Kyle Tonn
Tom Triplett
Nikki Tundel

Mark Tundel & Jason Little
Helene Turnbull
Mary & Bill Udseth
Gary & Nancy Van Cleve
Robert Vanasek
Bernice Vetsch
Marilyn Vialle
Jean D. Wagenius
Tamela Walhof
Jeanne & Robert Walz
Representative John Ward
Esther Wattenberg
Jennifer & Chris Weddell
James Weiler
Bill Weir
Luke & Janet Weisberg
Robbie Weisel & Britt Robson
Harry Wernecke
Darlene & Tom White
Toni D. Wilcox
Anne Wise
Stanton L. Wolkoff
Ralph Wyman
Lawrence Yetka
Paul & Elizabeth Zerby
Cree Zischke

GROWTH & JUSTICE
2324 University Ave. W.
Suite 120A
Saint Paul, MN 55114

Staff
Dane Smith
President
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Maureen Ramirez

Director of Policy & Research

Jennifer Weddell

Director of Finance,
Operations & Publications

Mark Tundel

Communications Manager

Fellows
Marsha Blumenthal

Senior Policy Fellow on Economics

Chuck Brown

Senior Policy Fellow on Rural Issues

Mike Christenson
Policy Fellow

Jay Coggins
Policy Fellow

Jack Ditmore

Senior Policy Fellow

Amy Lange

Policy Fellow on Health Care

Thomas Legg
Policy Fellow

Michael O’Keefe
Senior Policy Fellow

Don Ostrom

Senior Policy Fellow

Charlie Quimby

Senior Communications Fellow

Board of Directors
Marlana Benzie-Lourey
Ron DeHarpporte
Arlen Erdahl
David Fisher
Linda Fisher
Lew Freeman, Secretary
Vernae Hasbargen
H.B. “Bud” Hayden Jr.
Hubert H. “Buck” Humphrey IV
Vivian Jenkins Nelsen
Thomas C. Kayser, Chair
Joel Kramer
Kimberly Lowe
Lee Lynch
Michael O’Keefe
Erik Peterson
Walter “Rocky” Rockenstein
Martin Olav Sabo
Betsey Whitbeck, Vice Chair

Van Jones inspires G&J supporters

O

ur founding premise is that Minnesota must drive constructively
toward a stronger economy, one that
works better for middle-income and disadvantaged households, and one that also
improves rather than degrades our physical environment. In keeping with that
theme, Van Jones was the perfect speaker
for our 10th anniversary fundraising
event. Jones is an internationally recognized pioneer in human rights and clean
energy innovation, and the president and
co-founder of Rebuild the Dream, a think
tank that advocates for economic justice.
He has written two New York Times
bestsellers: The Green Collar Economy,
a definitive book on green jobs, and
Rebuild the Dream, a visionary roadmap

for progressives. In his address to our
contributors and supporters on May 19 at
Unity Unitarian Church in St. Paul, Jones
congratulated the Minnesota Legislature
for bold new investments and policies
promoting renewable energy and for the
“ban-the-box” legislation that removes a
barrier to good jobs for too many. While
praising these accomplishments, he also
called for a concerted effort to rebuild
our infrastructure, reduce inequities in
employment and training, and create a
cleaner and more sustainable world for
our children. Jones closed with a hopeful
note about the potential for “millennials,”
our youngest generation, to drive policies, resources and knowledge that will
lead to a better economic system.

THANK YOU TO THE GENEROUS SPONSORS WHO
HELPED MAKE THIS EVENT HAPPEN!
The Jay & Rose Phillips Family Foundation of Minnesota, AM950, Tom & Marlene
Kayser, Jennifer Martin, BlueGreen Alliance, A Minnesota Without Poverty, Headwaters
Foundation for Justice, David Fisher, Jim Hart, Vernae & Michae Hasbargen, Bud &
Carol Hayden, Joel & Laurie Kramer, James Lenfestey, and Betsey Whitbeck.

